Effect of unsaturated flow modes on partitioning dynamics of gravity-driven flow at a simple fracture intersection: Laboratory study and three-dimensional smoothed particle hydrodynamics simulations
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Key Points:

\begin{itemize}
  \item partitioning dynamics at wide aperture fracture intersections depend on unsaturated flow modes
  \item onset of characteristic Washburn regime from non-equilibrium conditions until steady state is determined
  \item smoothed particle hydrodynamics can reproduce complex free surface flows dominated by surface tension
\end{itemize}
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Abstract

In this work, we study gravity-driven flow of water in the presence of air on a synthetic surface intersected by a horizontal fracture and investigate the importance of droplet and rivulet flow modes on the partitioning behavior at the fracture intersection. We present laboratory experiments, three-dimensional smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations using a heavily parallelized code, and a theoretical analysis. The flow-rate-dependent mode switching from droplets to rivulets is observed in experiments and reproduced by the SPH model, and the transition ranges agree in SPH simulations and laboratory experiments. We show that flow modes heavily influence the “bypass” behavior of water flowing along a fracture junction. Flows favoring the formation of droplets exhibit a much stronger bypass capacity compared to rivulet flows, where nearly the whole fluid mass is initially stored within the horizontal fracture. The effect of fluid buffering within the horizontal fracture is presented in terms of dimensionless fracture inflow so that characteristic scaling regimes can be recovered. For both cases (rivulets and droplets), the flow within the horizontal fracture transitions into a Washburn regime until a critical threshold is reached and the bypass efficiency increases. For rivulet flows, the initial filling of the horizontal fracture is described by classical plug flow. Meanwhile, for droplet flows, a size-dependent partitioning behavior is observed, and the filling of the fracture takes longer. For the case of rivulet flow, we provide an analytical solution that demonstrates the existence of classical Washburn flow within the horizontal fracture.

1 Introduction

In unsaturated rocks, gravity-driven flow on fracture walls and in fracture networks can lead to the formation of vertical preferential flow paths [Nimmo, 2012; Faybishenko et al., 2015]. Along such flow paths, intersections with sub-vertical fractures form critical relay points, which control the partitioning behavior into the adjacent fracture(s) [Wood et al., 2002; LaViolette, 2003; Ji et al., 2006; Nicholl and Glass, 2005]. Depending on the geometry, intersections may act as temporary capillary barriers and induce pulsating flows. This has been shown for orthogonal quasi two-dimensional fracture networks with slightly irregular geometry [Glass et al., 2003], and well-controlled orthogonal cross sections with perturbations of the geometry (vertical and horizontal offsets, detritus at the intersection center) [Wood et al., 2005]. The authors found that for most flow rates a capillary barrier is established at the intersection, which channels water into the the perpendicular fractures.
Figure 1. Conceptual model for the occurrence of preferential unsaturated flow in fractured media with a focus on wide aperture vertical flow paths intersected by sub-vertical fractures. Based on concepts for recharge through dissolution shafts in karst systems [Gunn, 1981; Williams, 2008], unsaturated flow in widened fractures [Dahan et al., 1999, 2000], flow through talus and leaching of waste rock deposits [Toku-naga et al., 2005; Trinchero et al., 2011], rapid vertical recharge through fault zones [Bodvarsson et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2004], and simplified orthogonal structure of fracture systems [Barenblatt et al., 1960; Dershowitz and Einstein, 1988; Guarracino, 2006].
The capillary barrier is breached once the water height in the vertical fracture above the intersection reaches a critical value, and water is then released into the vertical fracture below the intersection. At higher flow rates a continuous rivulet (or tendril) between upper and lower vertical fracture is established and a steady flow regime can be observed.

The accumulation and release of water results in pulsating flows with magnitudes of temporal outflow fluctuations much higher than dripping dynamics in individual fractures alone can explain [Su et al., 1999], highlighting the importance of fracture intersections (specifically the sub-vertical fractures) as potential storage zones. Furthermore, the partitioning process at fracture intersections leads to flow focussing or splitting [Wood et al., 2005; Wood and Huang, 2015], which essentially controls the lateral and vertical dispersion characteristics of preferential flow paths (zones) [Glass and LaViolette, 2004]. Hence, the analysis of flow partitioning at fracture intersections can ultimately lead to the interpretation and understanding of large-scale vertical flow structures. While intersections can act as flow integrators and, therefore, lead to large-scale convergence with increasing depth, they can also work against convergence due to flow path splitting.

Previous research in this field has mainly focussed on rather small aperture fractures ranging from sub-millimeter size [Glass et al., 2003; Ji et al., 2004, 2006; Nicholl and Glass, 2005] dominated by capillary forces, over scales around 0.7 mm at the capillary-inertial transition [Wood et al., 2002, 2005], and larger apertures or free fracture surfaces within the inertial-dominated regime [Tokunaga and Wan, 1997, 2001; Dragila and Weisbrod, 2004; Tartakovsky and Meakin, 2005a; Huang et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2007]. Field evidence suggests the existence of wide fractures with apertures of several millimeters in many geological systems (see Fig. 1 and references therein). In contrast, flows in vertical wide aperture fractures are not bounded by a second surface and dominated by gravitational forces, which gives rise to various flow modes ranging from droplets, over rivulets to (wavy) films with increasing flow rates [Ghezzehei, 2004; Dragila and Weisbrod, 2003].

While for small aperture fractures, specifically with orthogonal geometry, capillary barriers and flow pulsation are the dominating processes, for wide aperture systems sub-vertical fractures provide a storage, which may not trigger flow fluctuation. Instead water is metered into the sub-vertical fracture until flow converges into a steady-state, and outflow fluctuations are entirely due to the flow fragmentation on the vertical surface (snapping droplets, rivulets). As demonstrated in this work, the partitioning at the fracture in-
tersection is strongly dominated by flow modes. Despite the efforts made by previous re-
searchers to understand the mechanistic details of the partitioning and the bulk behavior
for small aperture systems mainly in terms of geometry, to the best of our knowledge, the
relation between unsaturated gravity-driven flow mode and the dynamics of flow partition-
ing have not yet been demonstrated for wide aperture systems and longer time scales.

Numerical models for this specific class of fluid flow problems have to resolve var-
ious processes, including the complex evolution of fluid-air interfaces, formation of sin-
gularities (e.g., droplet breakups), flow mode switching, and dynamic contact angles. La-
grangian methods, such as smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), provide a meshfree
discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations. Other Lagrangian methods, including dis-
sipative particle dynamics (DPD) [Hoogerbrugge and Koelman, 1992] and molecular dy-
namics (MD) [Alder and Wainwright, 1959], also have been used to model fluid flow. Un-
like mesoscale (DPD) and microscale (MD) methods, SPH is a “macroscopic” method.
Due to the Lagrangian framework properties, SPH has several advantages, specifically in
the case of free surface flow dynamics, i.e., for simulation domains that are only sparsely
populated with a fluid phase. For example, momentum, mass, and energy are explicitly
conserved [Monaghan, 1982]; multiphase interfaces are clearly represented by individual
particles and do not require front-tracking algorithms [Wang et al., 2016]; free surfaces
(fluid-gas interfaces) can be easily modeled, saving computational resources [Sigalotti
et al., 2006]; physical phenomena, such as surface tension and contact angle, naturally
arise from pairwise particle interactions [Tartakovsky and Meakin, 2005a; Kordilla et al.,
2013; Tartakovsky and Panchenko, 2016]; and the non-linear advection term is absent in
the Lagrangian method for the momentum conservation equation [Monaghan, 2005].

This work focuses on the specific case of flow along a vertical free surface, con-
ected to a horizontal wide aperture fracture (2.5 mm). As we do not consider exchange
with the porous matrix, redistribution or partitioning under dynamic flow conditions can
only occur within a connected fracture element. According to the previously introduced
force balance estimates, free surface flow in the vertical fracture is dominated by the grav-
itational forces, leading to the formation of droplets and rivulets. In contrast, in the hori-
zontal fractures, the capillary forces are expected to dominate. To our knowledge, this is
the first experimental and numerical investigation of flow in a vertical fracture intersected
by a horizontal fracture at timescales sufficiently long to study the travel time distribution.
The main objective of this work is to identify parameters that affect flow partitioning dy-
namics of such flows. The Reynolds numbers (Re) in our experiments are in the upper range of Re usually observed in the field. Therefore, the observed travel times correspond to the lowermost spectrum of the travel time distribution. For constant inflow conditions, the effect of flow mode formation on the non-equilibrium volumetric outflow rate is numerically studied with both a new massively parallel three-dimensional SPH code and laboratory experiments that serve as a validation for our new SPH code. The efficiency of horizontal fracture imbibition, i.e., the bypass behavior, is shown to depend on the type of flow mode that prevails on the vertical fracture surface. Furthermore, our setup permits investigating the effect of a horizontal fracture, which takes the role of a storage component, until steady-state flow is reached. We also provide an analytical solution and demonstrate the temporary existence of characteristic plug flow and Washburn-type flow [Bell and Cameron, 1906; Washburn, 1921] regimes.

2 Methods

2.1 Laboratory setup

Here we describe our laboratory setup for the two main experiments, carried out to study the partitioning behavior of flow along a vertical surface intersected by a horizontal fracture. Parts of the setup are used for the validation studies as well. Details of the laboratory equipment and materials are provided and the general experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 2.

2.1.1 Single-inlet partitioning dynamics

With the first experiment we investigate the process of fractionation for a single tube inlet and cubes separated by a distance spacer with a thickness of $d_f = 2.5\,\text{mm}$. At this spacing, the fractionation process at the intersection between horizontal fracture and vertical surface is controlled by a complex interplay of inertia and capillary forces, i.e., the prevailing flow mode. Distilled water is injected at the top of the upper cube (shown in Fig. 2), such that an immediate capillary connection is established. Flow rates are varied in the range of $1.5-4.5\,\text{mL min}^{-1}$ at an interval of $0.1\,\text{mL min}^{-1}$. Each experiment is run for 90 s, and the ratio of injected to total water mass leaving the system is recorded. We carry out 10 experiments at each flow rate and obtain the ensemble average.
2.1.2 Multi-inlet partitioning dynamics

For the second experiment the previous single-inlet experiments are extended to increase the number of injection points. Two different fluid injection schemes are chosen, so the resulting flow modes are either mainly in the droplet or rivulet regime. This allows us to examine the short and long timescale partitioning dynamics until steady state is reached (i.e., the horizontal fracture is completely filled) and to reduce the variance in outcomes because of the higher number of streams per experiment (a higher number of inlets helps to homogenize the influence of erratic droplet flow velocities within each inlet stream path).

In the first injection scheme, the laboratory setup consists of 15 injection points (here referred to as “point-wise” or “localized injection”) equally distributed along the top of the upper cube with a total flow rate of 37.5 mL min\(^{-1}\), i.e., the dominating flow mode within each flow path is droplet flow (see Fig. 9, left). The cubes are separated by a distance of 2.5 mm. During the experiments, the accumulated fluid mass that reaches the bottom of the system is measured using the digital scale. The second injection scheme is created by reducing the number of injection points to six and keeping the same total flow rate. This scheme enforces the formation of rivulets along each flow path.

2.1.3 Laboratory equipment and materials

For the percolation experiment, we use a 24-channel laboratory dispenser (Ismatec\textsuperscript{®} IPC High Precision Multichannel Dispenser ISM934C), which has a flow rate precision of 0.1 %. The model consists of a planetary drive with automatic occlusion cartridges and provides flow rates ranging from 0.002 ml/min at 0.4 rpm to 44 ml/min at 45 rpm. As the rotation frequency is well below the frequency of droplet formation, effects of pump pulsation are unlikely to occur. The absolute flow rate is calibrated by an internal pump calibration system before each experiment. In addition, we conducted a mass balance study using a digital scale to check if flow rates are properly maintained over a longer time period.

Silicone tube inlets have an outer diameter of \(\varnothing_{o1} = 3.5 \text{ mm}\) (inner diameter of \(\varnothing_{i1} = 1.5 \text{ mm}\)) and are attached to an acrylic glass plate via drill holes. PTFA (Teflon\textsuperscript{®}) tubes with an outer diameter of \(\varnothing_{o2} = 1.59 \text{ mm}\) (inner diameter of \(\varnothing_{i2} = 1.0 \text{ mm}\)) are inserted into the silicone tubes. The top plate is placed onto the upper cubes and slightly
offset to allow controlled placement of the PTFA injection tubes evenly distributed across
the width of the cube. Injection tubes are put into direct contact with the vertical cube
surfaces to allow immediate capillary contact with the surface.

The cubes have dimensions of 20 × 20 × 20 cm and are made of clear poly(methyl
methacrylat) (PMMA). Static contact angles $\theta_0$ of the surfaces are 65.16°(±2.91°) and
were experimentally determined with a contact angle goniometer. Sessile droplets have an
average volume of 1.74 µL (±0.12 µL). The cubes are custom made with five sides glued
to the miter, while one side is glued to the butt joint. Corners are polished and blurred on
all sides, which creates a corner chamfer of 45° with an average length of 0.4 mm (see
inset of Fig. 2). It should be noted that corners with a chamfer size of less then about
0.2 mm are used for the experiments. As this is close to the resolution of our simulations,
the corner chamfers have not been explicitly resolved but are kept at a strict right angle.
The surface flatness is measured with a dial gauge. Deviations from a reference height
(taken to be the center of each cube) are taken at 25 positions (5 × 5 grid) on each surface
of the cubes and three different cubes. The average deviation from the reference plane is
53.7 µm, and the averaged standard deviation is 19.2 µm.

Cubes are stacked on top of each other and separated by four metallic distance spacers
with varying thickness $d_f$ and a diameter of 5 mm. The base of the experimental setup
consists of a metallic square grill with cell sizes of 5 × 5 × 5 cm and is coated with a hy-
drophobic lacquer ($\theta_0 \approx 110^\circ$) to maximize flow velocities across the grill. The drip water
is collected by a digital scale beneath the grill within an accuracy of 0.01 ml. The addi-
tional travel time from the bottom of the cubes into the drip collector was experimentally
determined to be below 500 ms and does not significantly influence the overall results.

Evaporation rates from the collector pan were determined for a constant room tem-
perature and are accounted for during the experiments. The room is connected to a labora-
tory air conditioning system with a constant room temperature of 19 °C. We measured the
evaporation rate from the digital scale before every experiment by adding a small amount
of water onto its surface. Considering that each experimental run takes less than about
2 min, we corrected the measured mass by this rate. It should be noted that the total evap-
orated mass accounts for less than about 0.1 % of the total injected mass for each experi-
mental run.
We use distilled water for all experiments. However, fluorescent dye (uranine) was added to increase visibility in some of the figures.

2.2 Numerical Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics model

To numerically study the given system, we employ a massively parallel SPH code implemented within the LAMMPS (Large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator [Plimpton, 1995; Plimpton et al., 2007; Ganzenmüller et al., 2011]) framework. In its original form, LAMMPS has been developed for MD simulations. However, because of the similarities between the form of SPH and MD equations (e.g., particle-based flow field, link-lists, nearest neighbor search), many features of LAMMPS are also beneficial for the SPH implementation in a numerical code. This includes a domain-based decomposition of the particle field for efficient message passing interface (MPI) parallelization and an adaptive processor allocation, i.e., dynamic load balancing. Specifically, the latter feature becomes important when simulations consist of sparsely populated domains (e.g., in the case of free surface fracture flows) to optimize the per-processor particle load. In the following, we briefly describe our SPH model. In-depth reviews of the SPH method and its various flavors can be found, for example, in Monaghan [1992, 2005], Liu and Liu [2000, 2010], and Tartakovsky et al. [2016].

Figure 2. Laboratory setup and details of the fluid injection setup (right) and the custom-made cubes (left).
2.2.1 Governing equations

Free surface flow of water in a fracture can be described by the Navier-Stokes (linear momentum conservation) equations combining the momentum conservation equation:

\[
\frac{dv}{dt} = -\nabla P + \frac{\mu}{\rho} \nabla^2 v + g
\]  

(1)

and the continuity equation

\[
\nabla \cdot v = 0,
\]

(2)

subject to the no-slip boundary condition at the fluid-solid interface, Young boundary condition at the fluid-air-solid interface, and Young-Laplace boundary condition at the fluid-gas (water-air) interface [Tartakovsky and Panchenko, 2016]. Here, \( v \) is the fluid velocity, \( P \) is the pressure, \( \mu \) is the viscosity, \( \rho \) is the density, and \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration.

2.2.2 Overview of the SPH method

In SPH, a continuous field, e.g., a fluid, is generally discretized with nonuniformly distributed “particles.” The term “particle” does not imply a specific shape (i.e., a spherical shape), but it must be understood in the sense of a mathematical integration point. Despite this important distinction, particles are associated with a volume and constant mass. The particle volume is constant or changes depending on flow being incompressible or compressible.

The SPH approximation of a field variable (e.g., density and velocity) relies on the following fundamental integral representation of a continuous field defined over the domain \( \Omega \):

\[
F(r) = \int_{\Omega} F(r') \delta(|r - r'|) dr',
\]

(3)

where \( F \) is a field variable, \( r \) is the position vector, and \( \delta \) is the Dirac delta function. It is apparent that an approximation to this formulation is required in a numerical context, which is given by

\[
\langle F(r) \rangle = \int_{\Omega} F(r') W(|r - r'|, h) dr',
\]

(4)

where \( W \) is the so-called “interpolation kernel” or “smoothing function” that establishes a weighted contribution of \( F(r') \) to \( \langle F(r) \rangle \) within the support range \( h \) from \( r \). The kernel function satisfies the following properties: (1) it has the compact support \( h \), that is

\[
W(|r - r'|, h) = 0 \quad \text{for} \quad |r - r'| > h,
\]

(5)
(2) it satisfies the unity condition

$$\int_{\Omega} W(|r - r'|, h) dr' = 1,$$

and (3) the Dirac delta function behavior can be recovered as

$$\lim_{h \to 0} W(|r - r'|, h) = \delta(r - r').$$

The shape of the kernel function commonly resembles a Gaussian function. In this work, we employ the so-called “Wendland kernel” [Wendland, 1995]:

$$W(q, h) = \alpha_k \begin{cases} 
(1 - q)^3 & 0 \leq q < 1 \\
0 & 1 \leq q,
\end{cases}$$

where $r = |r - r'|$, $q = r/h$, and $\alpha_k = 168/(16\pi h^3)$. The Wendland kernel has been shown to have better stability properties than spline function kernels [Dehnen and Aly, 2012], which are another popular choice in SPH simulations.

Equation (4) can be casted into a discrete summation form to obtain the general field approximation for a field value at point $i$:

$$\langle\langle F_i \rangle\rangle = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{m_j}{\rho_j} F_{ij} W(|r_i - r_j|, h),$$

where $m_j$ is the mass, $\rho_j$ is the particle density, and $N$ is the total number of particles that discretize the domain. Similarly, the gradient of a field value can be easily approximated by differentiation of the kernel instead of the function itself so

$$\langle\langle \nabla F_i \rangle\rangle = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{m_j}{\rho_j} F_{ij} \nabla W(|r_i - r_j|, h).$$

For simplicity, we drop the double approximation brackets in the following and adopt the notation $\tilde{\circ}_i = \tilde{\circ}_j = \tilde{\circ}_{ij}$ and $|\tilde{\circ}_i - \tilde{\circ}_j| = \tilde{\circ}_{ij}$.

The SPH particle approximation of fields and spatial derivatives, Eqs. (9) and (10), are used to discretize the Navier-Stokes equations. In this work, we use the pairwise force-SPH (PF-SPH) method to impose the Young-Laplace and Young boundary conditions [Tartakovsky and Panchenko, 2016; Kordilla et al., 2013]:

$$m_i \frac{d\vec{v}_i}{dt} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} F_{ij}^p + \sum_{j=1}^{N} F_{ij}^v + \sum_{j=1}^{N} F_{ij}^I + F_i^g,$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)
a body force acting on particle \( i \). In this approach, the solid phase (i.e., the fracture wall) is discretized with “solid” particles placed uniformly within distance \( h \) from the fluid-solid interface. The solid particles are assigned zero velocity, while the density and viscosity of water are included in the summations in Eq. (11). The conservative interaction force \( F_{ij}^L \) is different for interactions between two fluid particles and fluid and solid particles. In the following, we describe these components and the additional equations required to time integrate the SPH discretization of the Navier-Stokes equation.

### 2.2.3 Equation of state

Incompressible flow equations can be solved with SPH using the projection method \cite{Hu and Adams, 2007; Cummins and Rudman, 1999}. To avoid solving the associated Poisson equation for pressure, here we use a weakly compressible SPH scheme that approximates an incompressible fluid as a compressible fluid. To do so, we replace Eq. (2) with

\[
\frac{d\rho}{dt} = -\rho \nabla \cdot \mathbf{v}, \tag{12}
\]

and close Eqs. (1) and (12) with the equation of state \cite{Monaghan, 2005; Batchelor, 2000}:

\[
P(\rho) = c_0^2 \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} \right)^7 \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} - 1 \right) + P_0, \tag{13}
\]

where \( \rho_0 \) is the reference water density and \( P_0 \) is a background pressure. The speed of sound \( c_0 \) is problem dependent and is chosen so that the fluid behaves nearly incompressible. The ratio \( |\delta \rho|/\rho \leq 0.03 \), where \( |\delta \rho| \) is the maximum absolute change in density, has proven to be sufficient to model accurate pressure fields \cite{Morris et al., 1997}.

### 2.2.4 Mass conservation

The density \( \rho_i \) can be found via an SPH discretization of the continuity (mass conservation) equation, Eq. (12), and the general field approximation, Eq. (9),

\[
\frac{d\rho_i}{dt} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \mathbf{v}_{ij} \cdot \frac{\partial W(r_{ij}, h)}{\partial r_{ij}}, \tag{14}
\]

where \( \mathbf{e}_{ij} = \mathbf{r}_{ij}/r_{ij} \) is the unit vector pointing from particle \( i \) to particle \( j \). In this work, we use a “kernel summation” instead

\[
\rho_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j W(r_{ij}, h), \tag{15}
\]
to obtain the mass density at each time step. The former option is computationally more efficient as the density can be obtained simultaneously with the velocity calculations. However, it is known to not exactly conserve mass and requires occasional correction steps of the particle densities using Eq. (15) [Monaghan, 2005]. Furthermore, it has not yet been shown to produce stable free surface flow dynamics, including the effect of surface tension.

### 2.2.5 Pressure gradient

The pressure gradient is commonly casted into a symmetric form [Monaghan, 1982, 1992]

$$
P_{ij}^P = m_i \left( \frac{1}{\rho_i} \nabla P \right)_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_i m_j \left( \frac{P_i}{\rho_i^2} + \frac{P_j}{\rho_j^2} \right) \hat{e}_{ij} \frac{\partial W(r_{ij}, h)}{\partial r_{ij}}. 
$$

(16)

Due to its symmetric form, the preceding discretization conserves momentum exactly.

### 2.2.6 Viscosity

The Laplacian in Eq. (1) can theoretically be directly solved by looping twice over the particle field [Watkins et al., 1996]. However, as this approach requires about twice the computational effort, various alternative approximations have been derived [Monaghan, 2005; Cleary, 1998]. In this work, we use the form of Morris et al. [1997]

$$
F_{ij}^V = m_i \left( \frac{\mu_i}{\rho_i} \nabla^2 \nu \right)_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_i m_j \frac{\mu_i + \mu_j}{\rho_i \rho_j} \hat{e}_{ij} \frac{\partial W(r_{ij}, h)}{\partial r_{ij}},
$$

(17)

which has been demonstrated to exactly conserve linear momentum.

### 2.2.7 Boundary conditions

In SPH, the no-slip boundary condition at the fluid-solid boundary can be imposed by using ghost particles that mirror fluid particles in the direction normal to the nominal solid interface [Libersky et al., 1993] or uniformly distributed in the solid phase (i.e., the fracture wall) [Morris et al., 1997; Zhu et al., 1999]. These methods require determining the ratio of normal distances from fluid and mirror particles to the nominal solid boundary (the proximity ratio), which becomes challenging for highly irregular surfaces. Moreover, the computational costs of these methods are high compared to simpler bounce-back conditions, as demonstrated by Tartakovsky and Meakin [2006], Tartakovsky et al. [2009] and Kordilla et al. [2013]. In this work, we use the method of Morris et al. [1997] com-
Combined with the proximity ratio determination of Holmes et al. [2011]. To approximate the nominal solid-fluid boundary within the diffuse interface region of an irregular surface, a state-specific number density is employed:

\[ n_{i,\alpha}^s = \sum \delta_{\alpha,\beta} W(r_{i,\alpha} - r_{j,\beta}, h), \quad (18) \]

where the Kronecker delta is defined as

\[ \delta_{\alpha,\beta} = \begin{cases} 1 & \alpha = \beta \\ 0 & \alpha \neq \beta \end{cases} \quad (19) \]

and \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) denote the state of a particle (in the sense of a color function) that can either belong to the fluid or solid region. Now, a proximity ratio can be defined as

\[ \phi_i = \frac{n_{i}^s}{\bar{n}_i}, \quad (20) \]

where \( n_i \) is the actual number density of a particle. For fluid and solid phases separated by a flat interface, this ratio is given by

\[ \phi_i = \begin{cases} 0.5 & x_i = 0 \\ \in (0.5, 1) & 0 < x_i < h \\ 1 & x_i \geq h \end{cases}, \quad (21) \]

where \( x_i \) is the distance to the nominal surface, which is located at a distance equal to half of the interparticle spacing \( \Delta x = (m/\rho)^{1/3} \) normal to the interface. To enforce a no-slip boundary condition, we return fluid particles along the normal to the fluid interface back into the flow domain once these particles penetrate the boundary, i.e., for \( \phi_i < 0.5 \).

The surface normals are calculated using a color function:

\[ c_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{m_j}{\rho_j} \psi_j W(r_{ij}, h), \quad (22) \]

where \( \psi_j = 1 \) for fluid particles and zero for solid particles, such that the surface normals can be obtained from the gradient

\[ \mathbf{s}_i = \nabla c_i. \quad (23) \]

Particles that penetrate the boundary are returned along the normal direction by a distance \( \Delta d \) proportional to the proximity ratio and have their velocity set to zero:

\[ \Delta d = \beta \Delta x (1 - \frac{\phi_i}{0.5}), \quad (24) \]

where we have found \( \beta = 1.0 \) affords the best results for various values of surface tension and wall geometries. As noted in Holmes et al. [2011], the determination of the state number density via Eq. (18) may be subject to a slight error because of the kernel truncation.
at the free surface. As such, higher values of $\beta$ may be necessary to avoid penetration.

The bounce-back condition is only activated when fluid particles initially come into contact with a solid boundary and fluid-solid interaction forces create a strong acceleration toward the solid wall. Generally, the forces created by the pressure gradient and repulsive part of the interaction in Eq. (11) are sufficient to keep particles from penetrating the wall boundaries. In addition, we extrapolate the smoothed fluid particle velocities to the adjacent boundary particles [Adami et al., 2012]:

$$v_i = -\frac{\sum_j v_j W(r_{ij}, h)}{\sum_j W(r_{ij}, h)},$$

such that in the absence of moving wall particles, the viscous interaction in Eq. (11) imposes a no-slip boundary condition. Solid walls consist of three layers of particles for $W$ to satisfy the unity condition in Eq. (6) when fluid particles interact with the boundary particles.

### 2.2.8 Surface tension and contact angle

The force $F_{ij}^l$ is constructed from two superposed cubic spline functions [Kordilla et al., 2013] of the form

$$W(q, h) = \alpha_k \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{3}{2} (q)^2 + \frac{3}{4} (q)^3 & 0 \leq q < 1 \\
\frac{1}{4} (2 - q)^3 & 1 \leq q < 2 \\
0 & 2 \leq q,
\end{cases}$$

where $q = 2r/h$, such that

$$F_{ij}^l = s [AW_1(r_{ij}, h_1) - BW_2(r_{ij}, h_2)] \hat{e}_{ij}.$$  

Here, $A = (h_1/h_2)^3 = 8$, $B = 1$, $h_1 = h$, $h_2/h_1 = 2$, and $\alpha_k = 1/\pi h^3$ to satisfy the unity condition. The force strength coefficient $s$ is set to $s_{ff}$ for interaction between two fluid particles and $s_{sf}$ for interaction between fluid and solid particles. For the fluid to be wetting, $s_{ff}$ should be smaller than $s_{sf}$. The surface tension can be calculated by employing the Young-Laplace law and the virial theorem to obtain the virial pressure [Tartakovsky and Meakin, 2005a; Kordilla et al., 2013], and the contact angle can be measured from simulating a droplet on a flat solid surface. As recently demonstrated by Tartakovsky and Panchenko [2016], the surface tension and contact angle can also be analytically computed for any given shape of the interaction force. The presented formulation of SPH has several advantages for modeling free surface flows and contact angle dynamics: (1) it does not
require tracking the liquid-air and liquid-air-solid interfaces, and the interfaces “advance” with SPH particles; (2) the surface tension and contact angle are imposed via summation of $F_{ij}$, i.e., there is no need to directly impose the Young-Laplace law, which requires estimation of normals and curvatures; (3) unlike multiphase models based on level Set, phase Field, and volume of fluid methods, SPH does not require explicit modeling of the air phase, which is not necessary when the air phase is continuous, resulting in a significant computational cost reduction; and (4) it accurately models both static and dynamic contact angles [Kordilla et al., 2013; Tartakovsky and Panchenko, 2016] without defining empirical relationships between the contact angle and contact line velocity.

2.2.9 Time integration

Equation (11) is integrated using a modified Velocity Verlet time-stepping scheme [Ganzenmüller et al., 2011]. Noting that

$$\frac{d\mathbf{r}_i}{dt} = \mathbf{v}_i \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbf{a}_i = \frac{\mathbf{f}_i}{m_i},$$

where $\mathbf{a}_i$ is the acceleration. The time-stepping scheme is given as

$$\mathbf{v}_i(t + \frac{1}{2}\Delta t) = \mathbf{v}_i + \frac{1}{2}\mathbf{a}_i(t),$$

$$\bar{\mathbf{v}}_i(t + \Delta t) = \mathbf{v}_i(t) + \Delta \mathbf{v}_i,$$

$$\mathbf{r}_i(t + \Delta t) = \mathbf{r}_i(t) + \Delta \mathbf{r}_i(t + \frac{1}{2}\Delta t)$$

$$\mathbf{v}_i(t + \Delta t) = \mathbf{v}_i(t + \frac{1}{2}\Delta t) + \frac{1}{2}\mathbf{a}_i(t + \Delta t).$$

After the calculation of new positions $\mathbf{r}_i(t + \Delta t)$, the extrapolated velocity $\bar{\mathbf{v}}_i$ is used to compute the new particle acceleration $\mathbf{a}_i(t + \Delta t)$. Time step constraints are given by Tartakovsky and Meakin [2005a]:

$$\Delta t \leq 0.25h/3c$$

$$\Delta t \leq 0.25\min(h/3 | \mathbf{a}_i |)^{1/2}$$

$$\Delta t \leq \min(\rho_i h^2/9\mu_i),$$

where $| \mathbf{a}_i |$ is the magnitude of acceleration $\mathbf{a}_i$. 16
2.2.10 Model initialization

To initialize simulations, particles are placed on a grid with lattice size $\Delta x$. The kernel support is then computed as

$$h = N^{1/3} \Delta x,$$

and the particle mass is set to

$$m = \rho_0 h^3 / N.$$

In this case, the number density, i.e., the amount of particles within a volume $h^3$, is defined as

$$n = \frac{N}{h^3}.$$

In our model, we set $N = 40$, which was shown to yield sufficient numerical accuracy for free surface flows, including the effect of pairwise interaction forces [Tartakovsky and Meakin, 2005a,b; Kordilla et al., 2013]. It should be noted that some SPH parameters $(s_{sf}, s_{sf}, c_0)$ are resolution dependent as the mass of a single particle scales with the particle spacing as $m = \rho_0 \Delta x^3$ (in a three-dimensional system). However, the resulting fluids have bulk properties of water, independent of the chosen resolution.

3 Validation of the SPH code

To validate our code three experiments are carried out. First, we validate the code against an analytical solution for the droplet height. Then, we validate the code against experimental data for flow regime transitions, and, finally, we compare numerical and experimental data for the droplet dynamics at fracture intersections. Table 1 provides a list of the input parameters used for the simulations in this section and the following results section. The simulated fluid for all simulations is water at a temperature of 20°C and surface tension $\sigma = 0.072 \text{kgs}^{-2}$. In all simulations, the viscosity is $\mu = 0.001 \text{kgm}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$, and the solid reference density is $\rho_{s,0} = 1000.0 \text{kgm}^{-3}$.

3.1 Droplet height

The PF-SPH model with the bounce-back boundary condition has been validated under both dynamic and static conditions [Kordilla et al., 2013; Tartakovsky and Meakin, 2005b; Tartakovsky and Panchenko, 2016)]. Here, we present a numerical experiment to determine maximum droplet heights and compare it with an analytical solution to validate the PF-SPH model with the modified boundary condition. We model water at 20°C at
Table 1. Parameters used in the simulations at each resolution. Additional constant parameters are introduced in the beginning of this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta x$ (m)</th>
<th>$\rho_f,0$ (kg m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>$s_{ff}$ (kg m s$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$s_{sf}$ (kg m s$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$c_0$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>950.0</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$1.25 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>950.0</td>
<td>$6.5 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>930.0</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>930.0</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$6.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>930.0</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$7.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>930.0</td>
<td>$3.0 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$8.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 features the corresponding parameters for all cases. In all simulations, the fluid viscosity is set to $\mu = 0.001$ kg m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, and the surface tension is $\sigma = 0.072$ kgs$^{-2}$.

Sessile droplets assume a spherical cap shape when their radius $r$ is small compared to the capillary length

$$\lambda_c = \sqrt{\frac{\sigma}{\rho g}}, \quad (36)$$

i.e., $r \ll \lambda_c$, whereas larger droplets tend to be flattened by gravitational effects that limit the maximum height $h_{\text{max}}$. The maximum height can be approximated by [de Gennes, 1985]:

$$h_{\text{max}} = 2\lambda_c \sin \left(\frac{\theta_0}{2}\right), \quad (37)$$

where $\theta_0$ is the static contact angle between the fluid and solid surface. Figure 3 (left) shows the maximum droplet height obtained for three different resolutions of our SPH model versus the droplet width. At both coarser resolutions, we obtain a good convergence to the theoretical solution. For the lower limit, when the droplet width approaches the capillary length of water, a constant height-to-width ratio can be recovered in accordance with spherical cap theory [Harris and Stocker, 1999] (Fig. 3, right).

### 3.2 Flow regime transitions

To validate the SPH model for a complex flow setting, we conduct a series of laboratory experiments to determine prevailing flow modes for various flow rates ranging from three different resolutions $\Delta x = 1.0 \times 10^{-4}$ m, $\Delta x = 2.0 \times 10^{-4}$ m, and $\Delta x = 5.0 \times 10^{-4}$ m.
Figure 3. Droplet heights $h$ for three resolutions and several droplet radii in terms of their width $w$ (left). Droplets with a radius much larger than the capillary length are flattened by the effect of gravity and establish a maximum height, i.e., form fluid puddles. For smaller droplet sizes, approaching the capillary length of water, a constant ratio of width to droplet height can be recovered in agreement with spherical cap theory (right). Shaded areas represent the standard deviation assuming an error of $\pm 2.5^\circ$ for the contact angle measurement.

1.5–4.5 mL min$^{-1}$ at different resolutions on a smooth vertical surface. For the given fluid-solid combination, the whole spectrum of flow modes (droplets, mixed droplets/rivulet, rivulets) can be observed (Figure 4). Due to environmental “noise,” such as slight impurities on the PMMA surfaces and/or tiny air pressure or flow rate variations [Dragila and Weisbrod, 2004; Wood and Huang, 2015], it is nearly impossible to establish a perfect droplet regime, i.e., a stream of individual droplets moving at the exact same velocity down the surface. Such interferences commonly induce mixed flow regimes, e.g., merging droplets that temporarily form partial rivulets or larger droplets traveling at high velocities and emitting smaller droplets.

While the transition to full rivulet flow can be easily determined (a continuous stream is established), the intermediate regimes are rather difficult to compare quantitatively under such conditions. The final transition from droplet flow mode to constant rivulet flow mode is found to be at about 3.15 mL min$^{-1}$ ($\pm 0.25$ mL min$^{-1}$) for the laboratory experiments and at 3.0 mL min$^{-1}$ for the SPH simulations. Six different resolutions ($\Delta x = 50, 100, 200, 300, 400$ and $500 \mu$m) with parameters given in Table 1 are tested, and convergence is approximately found at a resolution of $\Delta x = 100 \mu$m. For lower resolutions, the
transition to rivulet flow occurs at slightly higher flow rates. Depending on the resolution, the thickness of the rivulets in terms of particle numbers ranges from 51 at the highest resolution to about 6 particles at the lowest resolution.

Figure 5 shows a qualitative comparison of our SPH model for three different flow rates. All three cases (droplet mode, droplet-rivulet transition, and rivulet mode) are correctly reproduced by the model.

Flow regime transitions between the droplet and rivulet regime are reasonably well reproduced by the SPH model at a minimum resolution of $\Delta x = 1.0 \times 10^{-4}$. Furthermore, the model can reproduce the transitional regime, which requires resolving the singularity at droplet tails and/or merging interfaces. This process arises naturally in our SPH formulation and is required to fully understand the dependence of partitioning dynamics on
Figure 5. Flow mode transitions observed in the laboratory and corresponding SPH simulations. (Left) Droplet mode at 1.5 mL min$^{-1}$, (middle) transition zone from droplet to full rivulet flow mode at 2.5 mL min$^{-1}$, and (right) constant rivulet mode at 4.5 mL min$^{-1}$. Note the difference in scale between simulations and experiments. Rivulets and droplets have an average thickness of 16 particles and 24 particles, respectively.
flow modes at fracture intersections. Theoretically, a sharp transition between droplet and rivulet flow modes should occur [Hasseine et al., 2011]. In both the laboratory experiments and SPH simulations, a transition range of mixed flow modes can be detected. This transition range is slightly smaller in the numerical experiments, as there is no influence of the environmental noise present in the lab experiments. However, it should be noted that even SPH simulations suffer from a certain noise component. Particles are injected randomly within a small injection region. Given a constant random seed for the random number generator, they are reproducible. However, they are not perfectly symmetric. This may prevent the formation of perfect, equally-sized droplet trains.

### 3.3 Droplet dynamics at a horizontal fracture intersection

To validate the model under dynamic conditions, we investigate the behavior of individual sliding droplets across a fracture intersection. Droplets are expected to exhibit a fractionation or partitioning behavior at the intersection. They may not wholly or partially (i.e., leave behind some fluid mass in the horizontal fracture) bypass the fracture. The experimental setup for this validation study is similar to the one depicted in Figure 2, except for the inlet, which is now placed at a distance of 5 cm above the horizontal fracture. This distance is sufficient for droplets to reach constant velocity before encountering the fracture. Droplets are manually placed on the vertical surface with an Eppendorf pipette.

The droplet volume $V_d$ and fracture aperture are varied during the experiment, where $V_d = 25, 30, 35, 40, 45$ and $50 \mu l$ and $d_f = 0.35, 0.7, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0$ and $2.5$ mm. For each combination, we conduct 10 experiments to account for environmental noise, slight changes during the injection process, and potential impurities on the surfaces. To quantify the fractionation behavior at the fracture intersection, we distinguish between two cases: (1) droplets bypass the intersection and exhibit ongoing movement, where some fluid mass may get trapped within the fracture, or (2) droplets are stuck at or within the fracture intersection. In certain cases, fluid may slightly bypass the fracture but not show any ongoing movement on the lower vertical surface. Such cases are counted as “stuck.” Figure 6 illustrates the described cases as simulated by our code, where only case (a) is counted as a bypass. For each parameter combination, we run one simulation at a resolution of $\Delta x = 1.0 \times 10^{-4}$ m and parameters given in Table 1. Droplets consist of 27,000 to 54,872 particles with an average thickness of 22 to 29 particles.
Figure 6. General cases of the fractionation process: (a) Full bypass of a droplet and ongoing movement. (b) Bypass with or without snapping of the droplet but no ongoing movement. (c) Droplets are stuck and may partially move into the fracture along the upper fracture wall. (d) Sequence of three frames. No bypass occurs. Droplets establish a connection to both fracture walls and are fully trapped within the fracture by capillary forces.

Figure 7 shows the results of the laboratory experiments and SPH simulations. Generally, good agreement is observed. The laboratory experiments exhibit a transition region where only some droplets bypass the fracture. We conduct only one simulation for each case, and our numerical results cannot exactly describe the transition zone. However, in the simulations, we distinguish a third case (see Fig. 6b), where a droplet partially bypasses the fracture but does not show any ongoing movement. This case occurs only within the transition region, where such behavior is to be expected. Droplet heights (normal to the vertical surface) have been measured experimentally and yielded a maximum of around 2.47 mm, which is close to the aperture of the horizontal fracture.

We find a good agreement between SPH simulations and laboratory experiments. The setup allows a well-controlled droplet size in contrast to the highly dynamic single-
Figure 7. Experimental results are shown as contours. For each combination of fracture aperture $d_f$ and droplet volume $V_d$, 10 experiments are carried out. Colors are mapped to the ratio of bypassing and total droplets, where red = 1 and blue = 0. For each combination, one simulation is run, where red markers indicate bypass, blue markers trapped droplets, and white markers a case of partial bypass (but no further movement; see also Figure 6b).
and multi-inlet experiments, where a complex and erratic combination of droplet sizes
and shapes (mixed droplet-rivulet shapes, e.g., elongated droplets) characterizes the tran-
sient flow field. The experiment demonstrate that single droplets, independent of the in-
vestigated size, are unlikely to bypass the fracture for fracture apertures above ~2.0 mm.
This result is somewhat surprising as transient flow experiments in Section 4.2 (horizontal
fracture aperture of 2.5 mm) reveal that droplet-regime-dominated flows possess a strong
bypass capacity, specifically during the early stages of the experiment, when the hori-
zontal fracture is still dry. This indicates that the effects of dynamic droplet merging and
consequently the intermediate formation of larger droplets (also referred to as "snapping
rivulets," e.g., Dragila and Weisbrod [2003]) are an important aspect of the partitioning
dynamics, which are not reflected in this experiment.

4 Results

In this section, we present the numerical and experimental results of droplet and
rivulet flow partitioning in a single fracture. As described in Sec. 2.1 we first investigate
the partitioning dynamics for a single inlet to elucidate the relation between flow regime
and flow partitioning. Then, we study a multi-inlet system to obtain an integrated view of
the flow partitioning, which can be compared to analytical and numerical estimates. These
results are discussed in the following section.

4.1 Single-inlet partitioning dynamics

Figure 8 shows the ratio of bypassing fluid mass $M_b$ versus total injected mass $M$
after 90 s. It is apparent that at flow rates of 3.0 mL min$^{-1}$ or higher, nearly no fluid by-
passes the horizontal fracture (until it is fully wetted). At lower flow rates, the likelihood
of bypass increases. On the other hand, in the transition zone between full droplet and
rivulet mode, the experiments exhibit a rather high variance with an increasing average
value for decreasing flow rates. Considering the complex pattern of droplet splitting, coa-
lescence, and temporary rivulet formation, this is to be expected.

While these results already highlight the importance of flow modes for percolation
dynamics through fracture networks, the high variance of the results, especially for lower
flow rates in the droplet flow regime (see Wood and Huang [2015]), makes it difficult to
compare results to simulation data and obtain an analytical solution. Therefore, in the fol-
Figure 8. Ratio of bypass mass versus total fluid mass after 90 s for a single-inlet experiment. Blue line = mean of 10 experiments at each flow rate. Shaded area = standard deviation. The partitioning behavior at the fracture intersection can be clearly linked to the occurrence of flow modes on the vertical surfaces. For rivulet flows, nearly all injected water is stored in the horizontal fracture. In the droplet flow regime, water predominantly bypasses the fracture. While in the droplet-rivulet transition zone an increase of bypass efficiency with increasing droplet count (or decreasing rivulet amount) is observed.

In the following section, we extend our laboratory experiments and SPH simulations to include a larger number of inlets.

4.2 Multi-inlet partitioning dynamics

Figures 10 and 11 show the qualitative results of the laboratory experiments and the corresponding SPH simulations. The numerical simulations are setup with an interparticle spacing of $\Delta x = 500 \mu m$ (parameters given in Tab. 1) and consist of approximately three
Figure 9. Droplet mode (left) and rivulet regime (right) for different total flow rates. To keep the same total flow rate in both experiments and establish stable rivulets, the number of inlets is reduced in the final experiments (i.e., the flow rate per inlet is increased). Dye was added for better visibility.

million particles. Individual flowing droplets consist of about 200 to 750 particles with a thickness between 4 to 8 particles.

Figure 12 shows the fluid mass accumulation over time for the laboratory experiments and SPH simulations. For each injection scenario (droplet versus rivulet), we carry out 20 experiments and take the ensemble average. The SPH simulations are in good agreement with the averaged experimental results — except for a transition period of about 50 s, where simulated mass accumulation is within one standard deviation from the averaged mass accumulation observed in the experiments and always within the maximum and minimum of experimentally observed values.
**Figure 10.** Top view of the laboratory experiment with droplet flow (top) and the SPH simulations (bottom).

**Figure 11.** Frontal view of a point-wise injection simulation at a resolution of $\Delta x = 5.0 \times 10^{-4}$ m and about three million particles. The inset shows a detailed view of droplet trails. At the chosen resolution, flowing droplets are resolved by an average of 200 to 750 particles and have a thickness of 4 to 8 particles.
Figure 12. Comparison of mass accumulation (bypassed fluid mass $M_b$) at the system outlet for two injection schemes and SPH simulations. Shaded areas represent the standard deviation and dashed lines the maximum and minimum hull for the droplet regime experiments. Droplet regime experiments exhibit an earlier first arrival, while the rivulet regime experiments display a stronger flow into the horizontal fracture and consequently a delayed first arrival.
5 Discussion

In the following, we discuss the experimental outcomes reported in the previous section. Special attention is paid to understanding of global or bulk dynamics in the context of multi-inlet dynamics, and an analytical solution based on the Washburn equation is presented to cast results into a physical framework. Finally, we discuss possible deviations from natural systems due to the simplified conceptual model.

5.1 Single-inlet partitioning dynamics

While the previously discussed experiments mainly serve as a validation base for our code, the complex transient laboratory experiments (Section 4) provide a basis for better understanding of bulk behavior. The single-inlet experiments indicate a clear dependence of the partitioning dynamics at fracture intersections on the flow mode after a duration of 90 s. At high flow rates, well within the rivulet dominated regime, bypass rates reach a minimum (accompanied by very low variance in experimental outcomes). This can be explained by the lower height of rivulets (normal to the vertical surface) compared to droplets, which prevents gravitational movement across the fracture aperture. Instead, rivulets that arrive at the fracture intersection directly move horizontally into the fracture, where the initial contact is established along the upper horizontal fracture wall, and in most cases, immediately followed by contact with the lower horizontal wall. Slight overshoots can be observed for rivulets as well (Fig. 6b). However, because of capillary drag on the (infinite) rivulet tail by the fracture, these are nearly always pulled back into the fracture. For decreasing flow rates, i.e., within the transition range between droplet and rivulets, we observe a constant increase in bypass rates, owing to the increased number of individual droplets that are emitted either directly at the injection inlet or at the tail of larger droplets (slugs) and are able to bypass the fracture. For the given setup, the maximum bypass rate is established when the flow mode switches to pure droplets. Here, the stream consists entirely of droplets, which may temporarily merge with low Bond number droplets stuck on the surface and thus exceed the critical volumes required to bypass the fracture. The single-inlet experiments mainly provide qualitative insight into the partitioning behavior. However, because of the long timescales required to reach equilibrium conditions and the rather high variance, they are not suitable to investigate the bulk system response.
5.2 Multi-inlet partitioning dynamics

The multi-inlet experiments provide a much better view of the global bulk dynamics. While we employ both injection schemes in the laboratory, SPH simulations are only carried out for the case of a droplet flow regime. As demonstrated in Section 3.2, a resolution of $\Delta x = 100 \mu m$ is required to sustain stable rivulets. At this resolution, simulations of flow with multiple injection points will consist of $\sim 0.5$ billion particles. While our computational resources are sufficient to run the code on several thousand cores, for such high resolutions, the increasing constraints on the time step caused by the compressibility criteria and the choice of speed of sound (see Eq. 30) would aggravate or render absolute simulation times $t > 100$ s impossible. Therefore, multi-inlet SPH simulations are conducted only for the case of point injections, where flow is dominated by individual droplets.

As demonstrated in Section 4.1 and discussed before, the main difference between both flow regimes (rivulet and droplet) in terms of partitioning behavior, can be attributed to the bypass efficiency of the prevailing flow mode. For rivulet regime experiments and simulations, the initial fluid mass is almost entirely stored within the horizontal fracture until a critical threshold is reached at about 30 s (see Fig. 12). Then, fluid reaches the system outlet at an increasing rate until an equilibrium is reached, i.e., the horizontal fracture is completely filled. Droplet flows have an earlier arrival time because, initially, the horizontal fracture is easily bypassed, which is consistent with the single-inlet experiments. At about 15 s, the efficiency temporarily drops until at about 90 s when a transition to equilibrium state is initiated.

To quantitatively analyze the flow partitioning and flow dynamics, we consider the mass flux into the horizontal fracture. Thus, we recall that the total injected fluid mass is

$$M(t) = Q_0 t,$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)

where $Q_0$ (L$^3$T$^{-1}$) is the volumetric flow rate and $t$ is the time. From the previous experiments, it is apparent that the horizontal fracture acts as a buffer, i.e., the fluid mass is partitioned between two components

$$M(t) = M_f(t) + M_b(t),$$  \hspace{1cm} (39)
where $M_f$ is the fluid mass within the horizontal fracture and $M_b$ refers to the fluid mass that bypasses the fracture. The total volumetric flow rate then becomes

$$\frac{dM(t)}{dt} = Q_0 = \frac{dM_f(t)}{dt} + \frac{dM_b(t)}{dt}. \quad (40)$$

Thus, the volumetric flow rate into the fracture is

$$Q_f(t) \equiv \frac{dM_f(t)}{dt} = Q_0 - \frac{dM_b(t)}{dt}. \quad (41)$$

Figure 13 illustrates the normalized flow rate $Q_f/Q_0$ in the fracture for the rivulet- and droplet-dominated flow conditions. The experimental data for the rivulet flow indicate that in the early penetration phase, water creeps along the horizontal fracture walls, reflected by the increase in the flux into the fracture. At around 10 s, the flux becomes constant and is essentially equal to the applied water flux. Then, at around 20 s, the flux decreases slowly until $t \approx 60$ s, after which it decreases exponentially fast. The slow decrease in the time window between $t = 20$ s and 60 s can be understood as a Washburn flow regime [Washburn, 1921] that starts once a coherent water front has been established.

We observe similar behavior for the droplet-dominated experiments, where the initial filling of the fracture cannot be simply approximated by plug flow. Initially, the front emerges as isolated “puddles” (see Fig. 10, $t = 5$ s), and the initial filling rate depends on the merging rate of these puddles. As in the rivulet flow regime, once a continuous fluid front is established, the force balance at the fracture intersection is influenced by the strong capillary drag of the fluid into the horizontal fracture, and the gravity-driven bypass of droplets is impeded. Similar to the rivulet-dominated flow experiments, we observe a Washburn-type flow regime, which is characterized by a $\sqrt{t}$ advance of the fluid front.

When a continuous fluid front is established in the fracture, flow is dominated by capillary forces. Following Washburn [1921], a Poiseuille flow develops between the fracture planes that is driven by the capillary pressure drop over the penetration length $l(t)$.

The pressure gradient decreases as the front moves into the fracture [Washburn, 1921; Alava et al., 2004]. Thus, combining Poiseuille’s law for a planar fracture with the expression for the differential fluid volume in the element of length $dl(t)$ gives the length $l(t)$ of the invading water front

$$\frac{dl(t)}{dt} = c_f l(t). \quad (42)$$

The constant $c_f$ can be defined by

$$c_f = \frac{\Delta P_c}{\mu} \frac{d^2 f}{4}, \quad (43)$$
where \( d_f \) is the fracture aperture and the capillary pressure \( \Delta P_c \) is given by

\[
\Delta P_c = \frac{2\sigma \cos(\theta)}{d_f}.
\]  
(44)

The solution of Eq. (42) for the initial length \( l(t = t_0) = l_0 \) gives

\[
l(t) = \sqrt{l_0^2 + 2c_f(t - t_0)}.
\]  
(45)

For a uniformly advancing front, the fluid mass within the fracture is

\[
M_f(t) = A_f l(t),
\]
where \( A_f \) is the cross-sectional area of the fracture. Thus, the flow rate into the fracture can be obtained according to Eq. (41)

\[
Q_f(t) = A_f \frac{dl(t)}{dt} = \frac{Q_0}{\sqrt{1 + 2k_f(t - t_0)}},
\]  
(46)

where we set \( A_f c_f / l_0 = Q_0 \) and \( k_f = c_f / l_0^2 \). This expression gives the characteristic \( t^{-1/2} \) behavior indicated by the solid black line in Figure 13.

### 5.3 Experimental and conceptual limitations

To isolate the fundamental processes and decrease the variance of experimental outcomes, it is often necessary to design simplified models of natural systems. Our experimental setup deviates from true geological systems in several aspects, such as it uses flat surfaces. Natural fractures have a roughness that develops over several length scales [Bouchaud, 1997; Ponson et al., 2006], ranging from macro-roughness (in a sense of a tortuosity) to micro-roughness, which may even invalidate using macroscopically defined contact angle models or classical no-slip boundary conditions (e.g., in the case of a Lotus-effect-like roughness). While the chosen contact angle of about 65° is within the range of (a limited selection) of literature values between 23° and 70° [Su et al., 1999; Sobolev et al., 2000; Tokunaga and Wan, 2001; Su et al., 2001], it is most likely at the upper range of contact angles.

The setup geometry obviously favors the conceptual idea of wide vertical apertures intersected by sub-vertical fractures. While we have not investigated the effect of changing fracture topology and/or fracture aperture, these are likely to affect results. In the following, we discuss possible effects of: (1) different apertures, (2) different angles, and (3) fracture roughness. As demonstrated in Section 3.3, the horizontal fracture aperture prevents bypass of single droplets nearly entirely for apertures above 2.0 mm. In contrast, for the transient single- and multi-inlet dynamics, a stronger bypass of droplets is observed due to dynamic emittance, the merging and consequently temporary formation of
Figure 13. Normalized flow $Q_f(t)/Q_0$ in the fracture. The dashed line denotes the plug flow regime, and the solid line denotes expression Eq. (46) for $t_0 = 27$ and $k_f = 0.015 \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$. The inset shows the effect of progressing fluid front closure, which explains the increased filling of the horizontal fracture for droplet flows until the Washburn regime is reached at around $t = 65$ s.
large elongated droplets, even for an aperture of 2.5 mm. For smaller horizontal fracture
apertures, the bypass efficiency will increase. At the same time, the fracture volume and
capillary drag increases, so the effect on the onset of the Washburn regime (at time $t_0$) is
ambiguous. Further experiments would be required to clarify this behavior. The (infinite)
aperture of the vertical fracture in our setup allows the formation of gravity-driven free
surface flows (droplets, rivulets, wavy films). A lower aperture limit, at which a capillary
bridge to an opposing fracture wall can be established, depends on various parameters,
such as (dynamic) contact angles, Capillary-Bond number scaling relationships [Podgorski
et al., 2001], and fluid properties as these control the thickness of prevailing flow modes.
Given a capillary connectivity to a second fracture wall, the impact of gravitational forces
will obviously decrease and the force balance will switch to a capillary-dominated regime
for fracture apertures below about 0.7 mm [Wood et al., 2005]. In this case, the efficiency
of the horizontal fracture to store water will increase because of the decrease in vertical
flow velocities.

The orientation of the fractures (both horizontal and vertical) influences the parti-
tioning dynamics but should also be discussed in terms of bulk behavior, for example, in
the context of fracture network connectivity and percolation. The orientation of the ver-
tical fracture surface affects the bypass dynamics, mainly because of the change in flow
velocities. In terms of dimensionless characterization, it is often assumed that scaling rela-
tionships in the form of

$$Ca \sim Bo \cdot \sin(\alpha_s) - \Delta_0$$

hold for the simple case of droplet dynamics [Podgorski et al., 2001; Ghezzehei, 2004; Or,
2008; Kordilla et al., 2013], where the capillary number $Ca$ is defined as

$$Ca = \frac{\mu v}{\sigma}$$

and the Bond number $Bo$ as

$$Bo = \frac{V^{2/3} \rho g }{\sigma}.$$ 

Here, $\alpha_s$ is the inclination angle from the horizontal plane, $\Delta_0$ controls the lower limit of
$Bo \cdot \sin(\alpha_s)$ under which droplets remain sessile, and $V$ is the droplet volume. It is in-
ferred that droplets assume a spherical cap shape, such that a change in surface orientation
is equivalent to a change in Bond number, i.e., droplet size. While we have not provided
a dimensionless analysis of the single droplet dynamics at a fracture intersection, the pre-
ceding relationships may provide a solid base to relate bypass dynamics to the geometrical properties of the fracture and wetting properties of the fluid-solid system.

The orientation of the horizontal fracture can be discussed in a similar fashion as for the previous case. A rotation toward the vertical fracture will induce additional gravitational drag on fluid entering the horizontal fracture, i.e., the capacity to store and release fluid will be limited and the Washburn regime may not even be established. However, a counterclockwise rotation will not only increase the imbibition efficiency but may also introduce an outlet condition, such that water may leave the horizontal fracture into a different vertical fracture. This second case introduces a completely different conceptual base, in a sense that the horizontal fracture will not act as limited storage, which ultimately always returns flow into the injection fracture.

Despite careful preparation of the laboratory equipment, the experiments may be affected by impurities and environmental noise. We cannot rule out that the synthetic surfaces have microscopic impurities, which may cause tiny fluctuations in the flow field and consequently erratic flow dynamics, specifically in the case of droplet flows. While Dragila and Weisbrod [2003] noticed that air pressure fluctuations have influenced the formation of droplet and rivulet modes, we have found no clear dependence on the air pressure in our experiments over the course of one month and a pressure range of 1000 to 1035 mbars. Our laboratory setup consists of very small 1-mm diameter injection tubes. We initially conducted experiments with slightly thicker injection inlets, which promote stronger formation of capillary droplets around the injection tube. This behavior relates to the work of Or and Ghezzehei [2000] who investigated dripping dynamics in cavities and found that the variations in experiments stem from the varied sizes of the injected droplets.

6 Summary and conclusions

Flow through unsaturated fractured systems strongly deviates from capillary-driven flow dynamics and is dominated by gravitational forces for high aperture fractures. Within the context of preferential flow dynamics, sub-horizontal wide aperture fractures form highly effective pathways intersected by horizontal fractures, which act as integrators with respect to the uptake and release of water [Wood et al., 2002] and often create a (temporary) capillary barrier [Ji et al., 2006; Wood et al., 2005]. The partitioning dynamics at
these intersections is still poorly understood and influenced by a diverse range of boundary
conditions.

In this work, we study unsaturated flow dynamics in a wide aperture system, com-
oposed of vertical open surface intersected by a wide aperture (2.5 mm) horizontal fracture,
using a combination of numerical simulations, laboratory experiments, and an analytical
approach.

We demonstrate that our three-dimensional SPH code is capable of simulating the
challenging free surface flow dynamics, including effects of surface tension, on several
hundreds of processors. The code is validated by comparison with analytical solutions and
laboratory experiments, which cover a variety of flow modes that may occur in unsatu-
rated fractures.

In accordance with previous studies, the horizontal fracture may act as a capillary
barrier of varying efficiency, which stores and releases water. Our experiments highlight
the flow-mode-dependent (droplet, rivulet, mixed-mode) behavior of the non-equilibrium
partitioning dynamics at the fracture intersection until steady-state flow is established.

Droplet-dominated flows enhance the bypass efficiency at the fracture intersection,
while rivulet flows produce a stronger buffering (uptake) of fluid within the horizontal
fracture. For both cases, a temporary existence of a Washburn-type regime within the hor-
zontal fracture is observed in the laboratory and numerical experiments and is described
by an analytical solution. In the case of rivulet flow, the onset of this regime is preceded
by a period of plug flow into the fracture with nearly no bypass occurring. For droplet
flows, the initial filling slowly increases until a closed fluid front at the horizontal fracture
inlet is established from individual, radially evolving imbibition spots, which then pene-
trate the fracture as a quasi-straight front.

In both cases, departure from the Washburn-type regime is observed when the neg-
ative fluid pressure, forcing fluid into the horizontal fracture, declines, and the fracture fi-
nally is fully saturated. While the existence of the Washburn regime is obvious, the times
of onset and departure can be clearly linked to the specific flow mode and may be useful
to obtain global system dynamics, which incorporates classical flow processes. However,
additional studies are required to determine the exact relationships between system geome-
try (aperture), flow mode, and the transition times between these regimes.
The studied setup can be expected to represent the extreme end member in terms of aperture dimension and consequently flow velocities of natural fractured systems. Fracture apertures studied in our work are less likely to appear in high numbers and also are at the far end of classical aperture distributions. However, they may substantially contribute to the formation of preferential pathways (e.g., in karst systems where additional solution has increased apertures). As such, they may play a vital role for example, in the context of percolation cluster studies [Berkowitz and Adler, 1998; Adler et al., 2012].

**Notation**

- $\alpha$ color function particle state
- $\alpha_k$ kernel normalization constant
- $a_i$ particle acceleration
- $A$ interaction force kernel constant
- $\beta$ color function particle state
- $B$ interaction force kernel constant
- $Bo$ Bond number
- $Ca$ capillary number
- $c_0$ speed of sound
- $c_i(\cdot)$ particle color function
- $\delta(\cdot)$ Dirac delta function
- $\delta_{\alpha,\beta}(\cdot)$ Kronecker delta function for the color function evaluation
- $\Delta d$ bounce-back distance
- $\hat{e}_{ij}$ unit vector pointing from particle $i$ to particle $j$
- $\epsilon$ equation of state constant
- $F$ force
- $F_{gi}$ gravitational force acting on a particle
- $F_{ij}$ interaction force acting between two different particles
- $F_{ij}^P$ force due to a pressure gradient between two particles
- $F_{ij}^V$ viscous force acting between two particles
- $g$ gravitational acceleration
- $\gamma$ equation of state scaling coefficient
- $h$ kernel support range
\( i \) particle index

\( j \) particle index

\( m \) mass

\( \mu \) viscosity

\( \nabla \) nabla function

\( n \) number density

\( n_i^* \) state-specific number density for the color function

\( N \) number of particles

\( \nabla^2 \) Laplacian

\( \Omega \) continuous domain

\( P \) pressure

\( P_0 \) background pressure

\( \partial \) partial derivative

\( \phi \) proximity ratio for the bounce-back condition

\( \psi \) particle state for the surface normal calculation

\( q \) relative interparticle distance with respect to the kernel support range

\( r \) interparticle distance

\( \rho \) density

\( \rho_0 \) equilibrium reference density

\( \sigma \) surface tension

\( s_{ff} \) fluid-fluid particle interaction force strength

\( s_{sf} \) solid-fluid particle interaction force strength

\( \hat{s}_i \) surface normal

\( t \) time

\( v \) velocity

\( \tilde{v}_i \) extrapolated velocity

\( \Delta V \) particle volume

\( W(\cdot) \) kernel function

\( W_1(\cdot) \) interaction force kernel function

\( W_2(\cdot) \) interaction force kernel function

\( x \) particle position

\( \Delta x \) equilibrium interparticle spacing
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